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PRODUCT DATASHEET

DESCRIPTION: The Rapid Set® TRU SPIKED ROLLER is a specialty 24" (61 cm) finishing 
roller with included frame designed specifically for Rapid Set self-leveling products. It 
efficiently releases air trapped during mixing, significantly reducing pinholes. The SPIKED 
ROLLER also improves the uniformity of the finished floor by removing lines left by the 
gauge rake or smoother. The 1-1/4" (3.2 cm) stainless steel spikes are durable and can 
be easily cleaned for repeated use.

USES: Use the TRU SPIKED ROLLER with Rapid Set® TRU® Self-Leveling, TRU® Gray 
Self-Leveling, LevelFlor®, Concrete Leveler®, or any other self-leveling overlayment, 
underlayment or coating.

ASSEMBLY: Loosen the wing nuts and swing the arms out. Insert the roller into the frame 
and snug the arms. Hand-tighten wing nuts. Then simply insert any standard threaded 
extension pole into the frame and the roller is ready for use.

INSTRUCTIONS: Place the self-leveling material using traditional methods. Roll the TRU 
SPIKED ROLLER in the opposite direction of the gauge rake. One pass down and back is 
generally all that is required to remove entrapped air. Multiple passes may be necessary 
if bubbles can be seen forming in the surface. Due to the proximity of the steel spikes, 
this roller may push coarser aggregate, like that found in TRU PC, toward the substrate 
making it more difficult to expose when ground. For maximum aggregate exposure in 
TRU PC, use the TRU PC Spiked Roller. Never use the TRU SPIKED ROLLER after the film 
has begun forming at the surface.

PACKAGING: The TRU SPIKED ROLLER is available in individual boxes with the frame 
included. The box dimensions are 25" x 5" x 5" (64 cm x 13 cm x 13 cm).

USER RESPONSIBILITY: Before using CTS products, read current technical data sheets, 
bulletins, product labels and safety data sheets at www.CTScement.com.  It is the user’s 
responsibility to review instructions and warnings for any CTS products prior to use.

LIMITED WARRANTY: CTS CEMENT MANUFACTURING CORP. (CTS) warrants its materials 
to be of good quality and, at its option, will replace or refund the purchase price of any 
material proven to be defective within one (1) year from date of purchase.  The above 
remedies shall be the limit of CTS’ responsibility.  Except for the foregoing, all warranties 
expressed or implied, including merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, are 
excluded.  CTS shall not be liable for any consequential, incidental, or special damages 
arising directly or indirectly from the use of the materials.

TRU SPIKED ROLLER
Specialty Finishing Roller for Self-Leveling Overlays

OVERVIEW

Highlights:

24" wide finishing roller

1-1/4" long, 1/64" super thin stainless steel spikes

Easily place up to 1/2"deep pours

Minimizes Pinholes: Efficiently releases trapped 
air with ultra-thin stainless steel spikes

Improves Floor Appearance: Removes rake 
lines and assists leveling

Manufacturer:

CTS Cement Manufacturing Corp. 
12442 Knott St. 
Garden Grove, CA 92841 
Tel: 800-929-3030 | Fax: 714-379-8270 
Web: www.CTScement.com 
E-mail: info@CTScement.com
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CTS Cement Manufacturing Corp.   |   12442 Knott St., Garden Grove, CA 92841   |   800-929-3030   |   www.CTScement.com

USGBC and related logo is a trademark owned by the U.S. Green 
Building Council and is used by permission.


